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As the age of technology grows, our world becomes a little smaller. It is not out of the ordinary for teenagers to be linked to peers from across the country as well as around the globe. Social networking sites such as MySpace have become a cultural explosion through the ranks of today’s teens. The secret club houses of children during the 1980’s have led to the chat rooms of this millennium. Secret handshakes have been replaced by text messaging and Twittering (a diary like website for users to blog about their feelings). Those growing up in today’s society are living in an on-demand generation. Brain power has been replaced by internet search engines and battery power. The idea of going to the library may become obsolete as information is now suddenly at our fingertips. Social networking sites may allow users to develop friendships and keep some alive, but whether the relationships that develop on these sites are true and gratifying remains to be seen.

The seeds for today’s social networking sites emerged during the early days of the internet, and its roots can be traced to the bulletin board message boards of the 1980’s. Social networking developed into such popular sites such as SixDegrees.com which began in 1997, Friendster.com which launched in 2002, and MySpace.com created in 2003, and now boasts over 100 million registered users (Boyd 214). Each site gives the users search engines to find people with like interests. Browsing through the lists of other users who enjoy the same bands or have an acquired taste for art takes only a few clicks, but this is where the red flag should be raised. It is not uncommon for people to alter their interests to fit the cookie cutter world we live in.
Rather than looking at others, people only have to view themselves to see the problems with the façade that we show the internet world. Users have an ideal view of themselves which they try to portray on the internet. Bad habits are replaced by golden virtues all in an attempt to make ourselves more appealing to others. Unflattering pictures are edited and Photoshopped so others will see us the way we wished that we actually looked. Some follow Sean Rapacki’s thoughts in his article “Social Networking Sites: Why Teens Need Places Like MySpace” which states parenting literature and psychologists agree that people need a space to discover their identity (28). However, though some researchers believe MySpace gives kids the freedom to discover who they are, does it just give kids the freedom to create who they want the cyber world to think they are? It seems the old proverb: “to thine own self be true,” has given way to a philosophy of “to others show thy self better.”

The concept of “networking” has been used by sociologists for decades, but the idea has been re-borned during this age of technology. Social networking sites help users to locate individuals with different ideas and cultivate certain ideas. “At MySpace, the term ‘friend’ goes beyond ‘people I know in the world’,” says Steven Levy in his article “How Many Friends Is Too Many?” It is ludicrous to believe that someone with thousands of “friends” on a site such as MySpace would view those people as they would actual personal acquaintances and friends. These social networking sites advance the weaker ties. They help turn the “rumor-mills,” allow individuals to find people, and keep a tab on the constantly changing movements of pop culture.

Many believe that MySpace is for 16-year-olds with poor time management skills, but over half of all those using social networking sites are middle class, professional, college educated individuals living in North America. Maybe we should not be examining how closely we are connected, but instead what types of networks and friendships are we creating. I
personally am not registered or affiliated with any of these major “friend” sites for my own reasons. In September of 2007, I was engaged for a total of four days, until I signed on MySpace to see that a bulletin had been posted by a girl in my “Top Friend” list. The bulletin was a random survey asking questions like “What did you eat for breakfast?” or “Have you ever slept with anyone’s boyfriend in your top friend list?” One can only imagine the horror I felt when rumors I had heard previously were confirmed on the World Wide Web for anyone to read. With intimate details of people’s lives being broadcast across the information super highway, it is no wonder why young girls like Megan Meier—the 13-year old who hung herself after being cyber bullied on MySpace—are taking their own lives. People take on a new persona when text messaging or chatting online; hiding behind a cell phone or a computer screen allows a new boldness to say or do things not normally done in person.

The use of the word “friendship” in the online world is taking on a completely uncommon definition. The *New American Webster Handy College Dictionary* defines friendship as the state of being friendly toward or intimate with another. Aristotle once wrote “Friendship can exist only when one spends a great deal of time with the other person, participating in joint activities and engaging in mutually beneficial behavior” (Kraut). Friendship used to be the building bridge to relationships with the opposite sex. The idea of calling people to ask for a date or meeting the old–fashioned way has been reduced to e-mailing, texting, or similar forms of communication not involving face-to-face contact. Girls no longer need a new haircut when they want to impress a guy. They simply update their “profile.” Bringing a friend chicken noodle soup when they are sick is not a requirement, but people have become satisfied with a “get well soon” e-card! As teenagers increasingly compete to see how many “electronic” friends they can have, is it any wonder today’s teens have a difficult time interacting in person? This lack of
communication could be a result of the barriers that are being built more and more between parents and children; parents no longer know how to “reach” their child or interact with them. Is teen society becoming so disconnected with reality that our parents must “log-in” just to find out what is going on in our lives?

No long-term research has been done to find out about the effects of the social networking sites. For instance, will we spin so deep into a cyber world of webcam chats, meaningless forwards and instant messaging that we lose all need for physical contact? Will it come to the point where a click of a mouse is a substitute for quality time spent with friends? We live in an addictive world, a place where we hold meetings for alcoholics. We make movies about shopaholics and are entertained by television shows that broadcast drug abusers and their rehab process. Society deems people with these types of addiction as being diseased, yet it is accepted in our culture to waste precious time checking status updates on their MySpace. So much time could be spent actually improving oneself, as opposed to improving one’s online appearance, and though we can create usernames, fill out our profiles, post pictures and write blogs about our daily lives, we cannot commercialize true friendship.
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**Ms. O’Connell’s Comments:** In “Yourspace or Mine?” Bailey McAllister asks some thought-provoking questions about the nature of friendship in the online environment. She combines her personal experience and research to expose some of the complications that result from social networking.